From vision to value
Docking your shared services with GBS on Now

Investment in global business services (GBS) can help you amplify the impact of your technology and teams, but many businesses still face challenges.

With GBS on Now, Deloitte helps your business at every step of your GBS journey.

Using our "Engage, Act, Perform" framework, we simplify organizational and technological complexity to quickly deliver business impact.

To meet today’s business challenges, it’s not enough to simply exchange one technology for another. It takes a clear vision and defined path for progress. Deloitte can help you take the crucial steps that accelerate your GBS journey—so your organization can start small, then grow fast.

1. Engage
   - Put humans at the heart of your design and create a one-stop-shop for GBS services.
   - Develop a clear vision and defined path for progress.
   - Optimize your service catalog, tactically and functionally.

2. Act
   - Go beyond robotic process automation and digitize work across functional silos.
   - Implement knowledge management. Create, curate, and harvest knowledge from across the enterprise.
   - Optimize experience and efficiency with a unified portal that provides self-service access to the catalog and knowledge management.

3. Perform
   - Build a GBS command center to gain robust insights from analytics across the enterprise.
   - Create, curate, and harvest knowledge for continuous improvement—while also enabling self-service.
   - Implement knowledge management.

4. GROW FAST
   - Increase your impact with access to more GBS services across user intent for a few key functions.
   - Scale your engagement layer. Empower GBS desk agents.

5. EVOLVE BEYOND
   - Empower GBS desk agents.
   - Evolve beyond siloed functions to reduce “swivel-chairing” while improving user journeys for edge-to-edge delivery with integrated services across functions.

To learn more, please visit: https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/services-transformation/accelerate-your-gbs-transformation-with-deloitte-and-service-now.html
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Build a GBS command center to gain robust insights from analytics across the enterprise.
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